PICTURE THIS.....
Heading off for a day at the beach in
your very own beach wheelchair!
Now this is doable, at 100 Hitchcock.
Just a 5 minute wheelchair cruise from
this holiday house to a gentle tidal
river.
Or, head on a little further to the ocean.
Glide over the sand, and float in the
water. How cool is that?!
Book with confidence, with a flexible
COVID cancellation policy too. Caters
to the HIGHEST DISABILITY needs.

100 Hitchcock
Barwon Heads
Victoria

90 minutes
from
Melbourne

20 Minutes
from
Geelong
Call
1300180889

THE
ACCOMMODATION
LUXE FOR UP TO 8-9 GUESTS
The holiday house is positioned
in the heart of Barwon Heads,
Sleeping up to 8 -9 guests,
with two separate bedroom
wings & two living areas. Ideal
for Support Workers and
participants privacy, or multiple
families. Plenty of DVD's,
games &books to read, as well
as children's toys & games.
Only the highest quality
beds, two Queen beds (one is
electric), as well as 4 single
beds in the form of bunk beds,
and king single electric bed.
So the place is ideal for up to 8
guests. Both queen beds offer
space under the bed for the
hoist to manoeuvre. If you
require the Hospital Bed, this is
placed in the master bedroom,
with room still for the queen
bed (electric adjustable) & hoist
(total of 9 beds in that
configuration).

THE
ALL- IMPORTANT
BATHROOM
1 X FULLY ACCESSIBLE,
1 X STANDARD BATHROOM
Two bathrooms, both with
roll-in shower, adjustable
showerheads.
However the en-suite is perfect
for wheelchair users, and there
is a double glide under vanity,
large T shaped fixed and
adjustable grab bars and loads
of room to manoeuvre.
Two types of toilet surrounds
and chairs, as well as the
wheelchair commode option.
The second bathroom offers a
deep bath overlooking private
bamboo filled courtyard and
outdoor heated shower.

EQUIPMENT PROVIDED
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EQUIPMENT PROVIDED
UITS THE HIGHEST NEEDS.

Beach Wheelchair. (Hiringagreement required, $500
security bond refunded after check out).
Electric Hi-Lo hospital bed (please note minimum 7-night
stay required due to set up time).
Electric adjustable Queen bed. (head, knees and feet - not
height adjustable).
2 types of height-adjustable toilet chairs (standard and XL)
Toilet surround (providing grab rails at standard seat
height).
2 types of shower chairs (side transfer and also another
one has side arms).
Wheelchair commode.
Extra-long T shaped fixed grab bars in the shower, and also
adjustable grab bars.
Roll under sink and roll in shower, all level access.
Portable patient lifter Invacare hoist. (You will need to
bring your own sling).
Overbed table.
Bed pole - assist handle (for Queen standard bed)
A baby monitor ( the accessible ensuite & master bedroom
is positioned at one end, and the other bedrooms are at the
other end).
Walking frame.
Manual wheelchair.
Rubber ramps (where there is 3 to 5 cm lip).
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SEACHANGE
Recognise this iconic jetty?
Home to the original Seachange TV Series, Barwon Heads is
just 90 minutes from Melbourne on The Bellarine Peninsula.
A favourite haunt by the mysterious "Breathe Blue Ocean"
sand artist, whose creations pop up in the early hours of the
morning. He actually creates them in the dark, then
disappears when the sun rises.
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LOCATION
MILES OF LEVEL PATHS
The beautiful part of this
location is the miles and miles
of level paths for walks and
wheelchair cruising, as well as
the gentle and shallow tidal
river.
Which is ideal for toddlers as
well as for floating on the
beach wheelchair.
Disabled Surfing Association
holds events each summer with
an army of volunteers.
The event is across the bridge
at Ocean Grove Beach.
100 Hitchcock is located in the
main street of Barwon Heads,
one block from the start of the
shopping precinct, and 5
minute stroll to the beach.

REVIEWS
SUITS THE HIGHEST NEEDS OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES.
Fantastic place. Great for people with disabilities.
My dad loved it, he had the chance to get out more often than he usually
does because everything was wheelchair distance.
Everything was so comfortable and easy living. Will definitely be back.
Tina G 2021

It’s been architecturally designed to accommodate wheelchairs, like me!
It has really wide doorways, sliding doors, flat floors and lots of space! It
even had a special room for the kids!
The bathrooms were wheelchair accessible and they even offered to leave
special pieces of equipment there if we needed them. It was all in walking
distance to the local cafes, bakery (and the water of course!).It was really
amazing there!
Dexter 2020

Anyone visiting Melbourne, just spent an amazing few days at the most
accessible accommodation in Barwon Heads !!!
Gorgeous, Ramps to go out to the patio, high beds, open shower, a number
of accessibility aids – toilet seat, shower chair, hoist available but need your
own sling.
Highly recommended And great for the family, lots of space and a fabulous
fireplace and close to the beach !! We will go again in summer next time !
Taryn 2019

Just spent the most wonderful 5 nights at this fabulous home. Days were
spent by the river (with the help of their beach wheelchair), frequenting some
great cafes and eating outside at night on our covered deck. The house is
totally accessible, super comfortable and has everything you could possibly
want. Kerry and Grant went out of their way to welcome us and ensure we
had a great stay. Will definitely be back!!
Andrea M 2022

More Reviews Here
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